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SITUATION

Infoblox Inc. BLOX (NYSE), a world leader in network control
solutions enables approximately 7,700 enterprises and service
providers. With more than 140 SKUs in over 25 countries the
company relies on sophisticated systems and methodologies to
coordinate its engineering, manufacturing and fulfillment efforts.

“... make
certiﬁcates and
other relevant
compliance
records easy to
ﬁnd and access
directly by other
departments...”

Looking to further improve coordination the Product Compliance
Organization decided to make certificates and other relevant
compliance records easy to find and access directly by other
departments. They quickly identified a number of challenges to
achieve their goals, including: Centralizing a vast collection of
regulatory records both in physical and electronic formats, and,
managing access permissions to ensure the right people has
access to the right information.
The Product Compliance Organization at Infoblox selected the
OnRule product compliance platform to help achieve the goal of
democratizing access to compliance information while fully
addressing all logistical, technical and security challenges.

ACTIONS

In less than 8 weeks the Compliance Organization and the OnRule
team compiled, reviewed and organized hundreds of files covering
test reports, certificates and other records to demonstrate
regulatory conformity across all products and markets.

“... deﬁne user
roles and their
respective
access rights...”

Using proprietary systems and methodologies OnRule extracted
relevant metadata from each and every record, effectively building
a secure repository of SmartCerts™ or intelligent records, easily
searched and monitored through a certification dashboard.
With the central repository in place, OnRule worked closely with
the Compliance Organization to define user roles and their
respective access rights. OnRule also provided hands-on training to
members of the Hardware Engineering, Product Development,
Supply Chain, and Sales teams.

RESULTS

The OnRule platform has augmented Infoblox’s ability to stay nimble. By providing
real-time visibility to all its stakeholders the Compliance team spends less time
managing the flow of certification information and more time planning and advising
on strategic compliance decisions. For Infoblox, tangible benefits of the OnRule
platform include:
• Secured access to compliance data and information for key stakeholders across
the company.
• Hassle-free search and retrieval of regulatory records from any device.
• Real-time tracking of regulatory status across products and markets.
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